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guinness world records wikipedia - guinness world records known from its inception from 1955 until 2000 as the guinness book of records and in previous united states editions as the guinness book of world records is a reference book published annually listing world records both of human achievements and the extremes of the natural world the brainchild of sir hugh beaver the book was co founded by brothers norris and ross, highest mountain guinness world records - the guinness world records official site with ultimate record breaking facts achievements do you want to set a world record are you officially amazing, british hit singles albums wikipedia - british hit singles albums originally known as the guinness book of british hit singles and the guinness book of british hit albums was a music reference book originally published in the united kingdom by the publishing arm of the guinness breweries guinness superlatives later editions were published by guinness world records and hit entertainment, a history of record breaking giants 100 years after the - 1975 the first time guinness world records officially recognised someone as the tallest woman living was in 1975 sandy allen usa born 18 june 1955 was last found to be 2 m 31 7 cm 7 ft 7 25 in, world records trivia and quizzes fun trivia quizzes - here are ten records taken from the guinness book of world records from its beginning through 2016 all questions are about the first time a record was set or broken
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